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Abstract
BANDPASS: A Smart Resistance Exercise Band to Monitor Strength
Funded by a National Institute on Aging grant (K23AG051681) and a National Science
Foundation grant (CNS-1314281)
Suehayla Mohieldin
Professor Ryan J. Halter

Resistance exercise bands are being incorporated into clinical weight loss programs,
particularly for older adults, as resistance training can mitigate the trajectory of muscle mass and
bone density loss that can occur while dieting. However, adherence to home-based treatments
cannot be reliably ascertained by clinicians as there is no method for clinicians to monitor patient
compliance outside of the clinic. BANDPASS, a smart resistance band used for exercise, was
developed to bridge the gap between clinicians and patients, allowing for easy remote monitoring
of patients’ exercise performance. The device integrates a 10kΩ linear potentiometer to
TheraBand® tubing. When the user performs an exercise, the band and potentiometer’s wiper are
displaced resulting in a change in voltage which is mapped to the correlated force in kg. A
custom PCB and a RedBear BLE Nano are used to wirelessly transmit resistance exercise force
data to a smartphone application developed by Dartmouth’s DALI Lab. The final product
produces repeatable, reliable and accurate force measurements that can be used to track patient’s
strength.
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Introduction
Obesity is one of the world’s most fast-growing and insidious epidemics, affecting more

than 35% of adults in the U.S. alone. It exacerbates many existing health problems such as type 2
diabetes, heart disease, osteoarthritis i and is one of the primary causes of morbidity and
mortality in the United States.ii Conventional clinic-based programs often attempt to address the
problem by focusing on dietary weight loss. However, this can be detrimental to older patients as
dieting alone can deteriorate muscle mass and bone density, putting elderly patients at an
increased risk of disability, morbidity and mortality.iii Sarcopenic obesity is characterized by
obesity with decreased muscle mass and function.iv It is a confluence of these two epidemics that
is correlated to even more physical limitations.
Incorporating resistance-based training into weight-loss programs is a modality that can
mitigate the trajectory of muscle mass and bone density loss. Adaptation of this training method
is typically used in behavior-based programs such as those found in senior homes and
community centers.v While resistance exercise band training is an emerging potential avenue for
obesity treatment, it often requires in-person sessions. This can be challenging for the patients, as
the lack of transportation is a major barrier for the elderly. While home-based exercises are an
option provided by many clinicians, proper adherence to home-based treatments (both in form
and quantity) cannot be reliably ascertained by clinicians as there is no real method for clinicians
to monitor patient compliance outside of the clinic. 40% of patients fail to adhere to
recommended exercises and it is often the case that clinicians rely on patient self-reporting,
which is usually incorrect.vi It is critical for clinical teams to track participant compliance with
the exercise regimen and to monitor whether they are performing the exercises correctly.
Clinicians are therefore in dire need of a tool to remotely assess their patients’ adherence to
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exercise-based intervention. This would in turn encourage patient compliance and allow
clinicians to tailor exercises based on patients’ needs.
Mobile health (mHealth) technology is an emerging tool for health promotion
interventions that can bridge the gap between clinicians and patients. A multi-component
intervention mobile obesity wellness interventions (MOWI) was developed by Dr. John Batsis
and the framework is displaced in figure 1.1. Batsis proposes an intervention using wireless body
area networks (WBANs) as a method for at home health monitoring to track patients’ response to
the program.vii The short term goal is to develop a device that can be used in a clinical study over
the summer of 2019 to track how 8 adults aged 65 years and older with a body mass index
greater than 30kg/m2 respond to four different exercises: bicep curl, seated row, T-lifts and
triceps lift (exercises are described in Appendix 6.1). The long-term goal is to fully integrate the
device as part of the MOWI framework for clinical use.

Figure 1.1: Development of a Multi Component Intervention Mobile Obesity Wellness Intervention (MOWI)

A strength-sensing resistance exercise device is needed to communicate wirelessly to
cloud based computing systems to measure and evaluate exercise-specific data for different
exercises and send feedback of each exercise to the treating provider and the patient. The formed
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hypothesis is that an instrumented exercise band can be developed to remotely monitor a
patient’s performance of exercise and track strength trends, bridging the gap between patients
and clinicians.
An instrumented exercise band (IEB V1) was designed by Emily Wechsler in 2018 with
similar design needs (figure 1.2). However, testing indicated that the device’s sensor design does
not produce repeatable, reliable data for tracking patient strength trends over time. The device
exhibits significant variability during calibration and between reps of the same exercise. In
addition, the angle that the user held the handles considerably affected the force measurements.
Therefore, a complete redesign of the device is required to accurately address the design needs
and specifications.

Figure 1.2: IEB V1 Designed by Emily Wechsler
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2

Design Process

2.1

Design Objectives and Specifications
The purpose of the project is to develop a mobile smart resistance exercise band that

records the user’s absolute force when performing different exercises. The final iteration of the
device should wirelessly measure and evaluate exercise specific data for four different exercises
and send feedback of each exercise to the treating provider and the patient. The integrated sensor
design must take into account the multi-axial load distribution during the performance of the
exercises and measure force data up to 400% elongation of the exercise band.
The design must be compact, lightweight, and seamlessly incorporated into the exercise
band, to prevent any interference with the user performing the exercises. Based on usability
studies conducted last year, the handles of the band should be soft, reactive and comfortably
mold to the user’s hand grip. Since the targeted user group is part of an older demographic with
limited technological knowledge, the device must be simple and intuitive for the user to operate,
only asking the user to switch the device on and off, connect it to the phone application designed
by DALI lab and charge the device via a micro-USB charger. In other words, the device should
only have two interactive elements: a big noticeable button and a USB port. All other elements
of the system must be concealed. While it would be theoretically ideal to have a detachable
device that the user can remove and use for different bands, this specification would be too
complicated for the contemplated user group. As such, the device should be preassembled and
calibrated for the differently-colored bands.
From an electrical perspective, the device ought to have a relatively long battery life to
allow for multiple sessions of exercising before recharging. Assuming that the user will exercise
for a maximum of an hour, the battery life should be at least 2 hours. The system must be
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repeatable with a coefficient of variation of the computed forces between different days <5%. It
must also be highly precise with a standard deviation of <0.2kg between measurement and
highly precise with an error <5% between the calculated force measurement and actual force.
Table 2.1 summarizes the product design specifications.
Design Specification

Value

Calibration curve’s R2 value

>.9

Coefficient of variation between measurements

<5%

Standard deviation between computed forces

<0.2kg

Average difference between computed and actual force

<0.2kg

Average error between computed and actual force

<5%

Coefficient of variation between each rep’s peaks in the same set

<5%

Battery life

>2 hours
Table 2.1: Design Specifications

Based on the design needs and specifications, a data pathway was developed as shown in
figure 2.1. The user would connect the smart resistance exercise band to a phone application that
is being developed by the DALI lab via Bluetooth. Data measurements would be recorded on the
application and stored in the cloud, where it can be analyzed and visualized. The patient and
clinician would both have access to the data and the clinician can use the data to better tailor the
exercises to the patients.

Figure 2.1: Data pathway for the device
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2.2

Mechanical Design

2.2.1 Resistance Exercise Band Selection
There are two main classifications of resistance exercise bands: flat bands and tubing.
While the tubes and flat bands are similar training tools and can often be substituted for one
another, there are some key differences between the two categories. The most apparent
distinction is the shape. Flat bands tend to be a few inches wide (approximately 4”), while the
tubes are circular with a diameter less than 0.6.” Although handles can be attached to both flat
bands and tubing, they are more often connected to tubing because the small circular orientation
often lends itself easily for the inclusion of a handle. Some handle-band connections are
permanent while others are removable, allowing for users to switch between bands. While some
exercises can be performed without a handle, the four chosen exercises (bicep curl, seated row,
T-lifts and triceps lift) require a handle. Furthermore, from an ergonomic perspective, a secure,
cylindrical handle provides an easier and more comfortable grip than the wide flat band for the
elderly targeted user. Since handle-tubing connections are more streamlined than handle-flat
band connections, tubing will be chosen for the resistance exercise bands.
Because there is no deviation from the IEB V1’s handle-tubing band selection, the TheraBand® tubing system, which consists of two handles and pre-attached tubing, will be re-used.
This band selection decision is also driven by the Thera-Band’s® grommet connection between
the handle and the tubing, which provides a fixed connection that can be valuable for sensor
integration as it provides a secure placement that can also act as a reference for calibration
purposes. Last year’s positive user feedback regarding the handle’s comfort also confirms that
the Thera-Band® is a viable and popular resistance band choice. In addition, a clinical force
study by Page, Labbe and Topp pointed to the existence of a strong, predictable and linear
6

relationship between resistance and percent elongation across all colored bands.viii Such
predictability and consistency are critical as they suggest that an integrated sensor system can be
used to repeatably measure user strength. For all these reasons, the Thera-Band® will be used for
the design.

2.2.2 Thera-Band® Analysis
Five Thera-Band® elastic bands (yellow, red, green, blue, and black) were tested using
the Instron machine to determine a relationship between force and elongation. Each of the 5
levels of Thera-Band® were evaluated using the same procedure. First, each specific colored
band was cut to 2.5” and the samples were attached to the Instron, placing 0.5” of each end of the
band in the Instron vices. Therefore, the initial length of the tested samples was 1.5”. Each band
was stretched at a rate of 200mm/min. Instron measurements were recorded up to 200mm of
extension. Each sample was tested three times in the same manner.
The csv files were then extracted from the Instron and input into a custom MATLAB
function that read the files and plotted the average forces (N) against average elongation (%).
The plot is shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Instron Testing of Different Leveled Bands
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Linear regression equations were established for each colored band (Table 2.2). There
was a strong linear relationship between force in kg and percent elongation for each of the 5
Thera-Band® intensities, as the p value was less than .000. The calculated R2 ranged from
0.9478 to 0.978.
Band Color

Regression Equation

R2

Yellow

Force = (0.0097) (E) – 0.1482

0.949

Red

Force = (0.0121) (E) -0.06039

0.968

Green

Force = (0.0174) (E) -0.0986

0.948

Blue

Force = (0.017) (E) -0.234

0.962

Black

Force = (0.0261) (E) -0.4074

0.962

Table 2.2: Regression Equations for Different Leveled Bands

Each band’s resistance versus elongation was then compared to the Thera-Band’s® color
progression resistance chart. The comparison is displayed in table 2.3.
Thera-Band® Resistance in kgs Instron Resistance in kgs Error between Theraat:
at:
Band® Resistance and
Instron in %:
Band
Color

100%
Elongation

200%
Elongation

100%
Elongation

200%
Elongation

100%
Elongation

200%
Elongation

Yellow

1.3

2.0

0.99

1.64

-23.8

-18

Red

1.7

2.5

1.3

2.24

-23.5

-10.4

Green

2.1

3.0

1.95

3.18

-7.1
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Blue

2.6

3.9

1.71

3.01

-34.2

-22.8

Black

3.3

4.6

2.55

4.52

-22.7

-1.7

Table 2.3: Comparing the Instron and Thera-Band’s® Resistance and Elongation Data

The Instron testing of the bands showed the expected relationship between force and
percent elongation, all progressing in the correct difficulty level except for the blue band which
ranked lower than the green band in the Instron test. While the Instron test depicted the
approximate resistance of the colored bands, the error between the Thera-Band® resistance and
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Instron was relatively high, averaging 22.3% at 100% elongation and 11.78% at 200%. One
potential reason for this can be that only one starting band length was tested and that the Instron
used lacked the proper precision. Generally, the Instron recorded a lower resistance at 100% and
200% elongation in all cases except for the green band at 200% elongation.

2.2.3 Sensor Placement and Sensor Type
Following the resistance band selection, the next design choice is sensor position
placement, which will dictate the type of sensors that can be used. The most important design
criteria when it comes to choosing the sensor placement and thereby the sensor are durability,
repeatability, and the ease of integration into the exercise band. The two most sensible locations
for the sensor would be either on the handle or along the tubing.
Within the handle, the sensor could be placed at the grommet, along the handle or within
the handle itself. Some advantages of placing the sensor by the handle include minimal
interference with the tubing and a relatively small, seamless and single-piece design. However,
the handle location also poses some challenges for the types of sensors that can be used and ease
of integration. The IEB V1 design attached a FlexiForce sensor to the handle via a hardware
setup where the FlexiForce sensor was mounted between two washer force plates. The user’s
pulling of the band created a pressure between the plates which was transmitted to the FlexiForce
sensor changing its resistance and the calculated force. However, the system was not entirely
repeatable from day to day nor acceptably accurate, primarily because the FlexiForce did not
take into account nonlinear pressures and forces. Other types of sensors that could potentially
work for this placement would be pressure sensors or load cells. While a load cell could provide
more repeatable data than the FlexiForce sensor, there would remain the concern that the
measured force would not take into account all of the axial forces taking place. Having analyzed
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the force-sensor based method and concluded the method’s lack of repeatability and accuracy, it
becomes clear that an alternative method of measuring force is necessary.
The other design alternative would entail using a displacement-based sensor along the
tubing. Placing a sensor linear to the tubing could reduce multiaxial forces and constrain the
forces to one-dimension. Sensor types that would work for this placement include strain gages
whose resistance varies with applied force or displacement-based sensors whose resistance
would change depending on how much the band and sensor are displaced. Due to the high
potential payoff that comes with limiting the forces to a one-dimensional problem, the
displacement-based sensor approach will be further explored.

2.2.4 Sensor Selection
Multiple commercial displacement-based sensors were tested to determine the best sensor
that matches the design specifications. The main design specifications for the sensor choice were
durability, repeatability, linearity, sensitivity, and ease of implementation into the exercise band.
While custom sensors were explored, an off-the-shelf sensor is preferable in order to promote
repeatable results, reduce costs and limit fabrication time. Three sensors were analyzed: a rubber
cord stretch sensor, a strain gage and a linear potentiometer.
The first sensor that was tested was a rubber cord stretch sensor. Theoretically, the stretch
sensor would align in parallel with the tubing and linearly stretch with the band. The sensor is a
flexible cylindrical cord that is 2” (50.8mm) in length and 0.06” (1.5mm) in diameter. Its
resistance changes upon its displacement, and that resistance change would then be translated
into the force. However, once the stretch sensor was tested on the Instron multiple concerns
surfaced.
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When relaxed, the sensor has a nominal resistance of 1kΩ per linear inch, and its
resistance doubles to 2KΩ per inch when stretched to 150% its original length.ix The stretch
sensor was tested using the Instron and the plot is shown in figure 2.3. As shown in the plot, the
stretch sensor does not meet the design specification of recording up to 400% elongation, as it
ripped after 172.7mm extension, 239.96% elongation. In this case, if the user stretches the
resistance band by more than 240% there is a high chance that the stretch sensor would split.

Figure 2.3: Initial Instron Testing of the Stretch Sensor

The sensor’s durability was then tested by continuously stretching the sensor (without
breaking) and then re-testing it until fracture. After continuous stretching, the sensor was not as
resilient as the first run. As shown in figure 2.4, the sensor broke at 80.4mm, only 58.27%
elongation. These tests suggest that stretchiness of the sensor entails a change in the force per
elongation over time, making it unreliable in terms of repeatability and durability. Therefore, this
sensor type was deemed impractical.

Figure 2.4: Durability Test for the Stretch Sensor
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Strain gages were also considered. A strain gage is a sensor whose resistance changes
with applied force. Strain gages are often used to record “strain” where the material expands or
contracts. However, it was determined that this sensor type requires a more rigid structure to be
integrated to the band and is therefore difficult to implement on the tubing due to the band’s
material, flexibility, and small diameter.
Linear potentiometers were then analyzed. The potentiometer is comprised of a threeterminal variable resistor with a sliding contact that acts as an adjustable voltage divider. When
the wiper moves, the resistance and thereby the voltage also changes. Hence, the wiper position
determines the output voltage of the potentiometer.x A circuit was built to test the resistance of
the potentiometer and the circuit schematic is shown in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Unity Gain Circuit for Testing Linear Potentiometer

The circuit consists of an AD 8609 operational amplifier in negative feedback, with the
non-inverting terminal connected to the potentiometer. The rails on the board are 3.3V and
ground. The AD 8609 is a quad micro-power rail-to-rail input and output amplifier that has a
very low offset voltage and a low input voltage and current noise. The op-amp’s operation region
of 1.8V to 5.0V along with its ability to swing rail to rail at the input and output matches the
device’s low power, single supply needs.
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Linear marks spaced along 1mm intervals were made on the linear potentiometer to
perform the test. The wiper was moved at 1mm increments and the corresponding voltages were
recorded using a DMM. Two different sized potentiometers were tested. First, a ‘medium’ 10k
linear taper potentiometer rated at 10kΩ and 0.1W was tested. The potentiometer is relatively
compact with a width of 9.5mm, length of 45mm and overall travel of 30mm. The average
voltage (V) vs the average extension (mm) for two medium potentiometers was plotted, and a
linear regression was fitted, indicating a slope of -0.13 Vm-1 and a y intercept of 3.68V (figure
2.6). As shown in the plot, there is approximately a 4mm offset at the beginning and end of the
potentiometer’s travel track. This implies that there is only 22mm of travel instead of 30mm,
which may be a drawback when trying to meet the 400% elongation design requirement.

Figure 2.6: Testing the Medium Potentiometer’s Linearity

The ‘X-Large’ slide potentiometer (which is the next size up from the medium pot) was
then tested. The pot is rated at 10KΩ and 0.5W and has a width of 12.5mm, length of 88mm and
overall travel of 40mm. Once again, the average voltage (V) vs the average extension (mm) for
two x-large potentiometers was plotted, and a linear regression was fitted, indicating a slope of 0.09 Vm-1 and a y intercept of 3.46V (figure 2.7). When compared to the medium potentiometer,
the x-large potentiometer has a much smaller offset at the beginning and end of approximately
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2mm. Therefore, the XL pot has a longer travel span of 36mm, which is a 63.64% travel length
increase over the 22mm travel of the medium potentiometer.

Figure 2.7: Testing the X-Large Potentiometer’s Linearity

While the medium pot is more compact and can lead to a smaller system device, there is a
chance that the potentiometer will hit its rails at 400% elongation of the band. Hence, the ‘xlarge’ potentiometer is a more conservative design choice, as it has a longer travel length and can
allow for greater elongations before the limits are reached. It is important to note that the amount
by which the wiper displaces is strongly correlated to the distance that the exercise band’s
reference (initial length) is set. Thus, it is critical to calculate the maximum distance that the
pot’s wiper can be attached to the band’s reference point that would ensure that the pot does not
reach its limit at 400% elongation.

2.2.5 Conceptual Designs for Sensor Integration
Now that the sensor placement and the sensor type have been chosen, the next design
stage is to integrate the sensor with the exercise band. Because the band is made out of rubber it
is not as simple as gluing the wiper end of the potentiometer to the tube. The following design
iterations explore different methods of attaching the wiper to the tube (figure 2.8). The common
theme between the designs is fixing a ring around the tubing and attaching the end of the wiper
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to the ring. The idea is that when the band is stretched the ring and the potentiometer’s wiper
move simultaneously. Some mechanisms that were explored for the integration include clasps,
hose rings and syphon tubing clips (figure 2.9).

Figure 2.8: Design Ideas for Integrating the Potentiometer to the Band

.

Figure 2.9: Mechanisms for Integration

After testing various hose rings and custom “L” clamps from metal sheets (figure 2.10), it
became apparent that a different approach ought to be taken as none of the mechanisms provided
a secure enough connection between the potentiometer and the band. None of the commercial
hose rings wrapped tight enough around the tube. Similarly, the custom clamps were still not
close-fitting and the sharp edges (even after filing and sanding) were cutting through the band
after continuous stretching of the band.

Figure 2.10: Testing Hose Rings and Custom “L” Clamps
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“P” style cable clamps were found to be a good comprise between a hose ring design and
a clamp. The cable clamps are molded in an open “V” position allowing for the tube and
potentiometer to be placed inside and can then be screwed to hold the band and wiper securely in
place. The cable clamp’s flexible nylon construction and smooth edges also ensure that the
clamps will not cut the band.
To attach the potentiometer’s wiper to the band, the wiper must first be prepared. First,
the end of the wiper is cut down to decrease the distance between the clamp and the
potentiometer. Next, a quasi-circular cut is made at the end of the potentiometer, in order for the
wiper to fit around the screw that passes through the clamp.
To integrate the potentiometer to the band, the band is first stretched to be easily placed
into the cable clamp and to also ensure that a secure connection is made when the clamp is
tightened. The nylon clamp then goes around the stretched band and a 4-40 screw is inserted in
the clamp’s hole. The nut is then fastened to tighten the cable clamp almost all the way down
leaving a small gap for the potentiometer’s wiper to fit around the screw. The wiper is then
placed in the clamp and the clamp is screwed all the way down. To ensure that the potentiometer
is completely secure the sides around the clamp and the wiper are epoxied. The integration
process is captured in figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Sensor Integration Process
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The next key step, as mentioned in section 2.2.4, is determining the maximum distance
that the potentiometer should be positioned from the reference point which, is the bottom of the
ball (or grommet). Based on the design specifications, the relationship between the cable’s
position and its total stretch is D2 = 4D1. D2 and D1 are specified in figure 2.12. As earlier
mentioned, the maximum travel length of the potentiometer is 36mm. Therefore, 36 = 4D1,
meaning that D1 is at most 9mm to ensure that the sensor can take into account elongations of up
to 400%.

Figure 2.12: Positioning the Potentiometer

2.2.6 Case Design
Once the sensor integration system was established, the final mechanical hardware design
choice was developing a case that would comfortably secure the linear potentiometer and protect
the PCB and all the accompanying electronics. The first design iterations entailed using the
Thera-Band® handle system as is and attaching a cylindrical case along the tube. One side of the
cylindrical case would hold the potentiometer and the other the PCB. Once the idea was
sketched, a foam model was made to better visualize dimensions and incorporation into the band.
A SolidWorks model was then made and subsequently 3D printed. The series of iterations is
shown in figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Initial Case Design: Sketch, Foam Model and 3D Printed Part

While the design is entirely symmetrical and mirrors the shape of the handle, it comes off
as ‘bulky’, with a lot of unused space inside the case. With the PCB on the other side of the
potentiometer, the band sits in between the two components. This means that the wires
connecting the potentiometer to the PCB also run extremely close to the band, which can lead to
wearing of the wires and loosening of their connections. The design is also quite difficult to
secure to the handle as it requires a cap that would either cut through the nylon straps or else be
hinged to them.
The subsequent design iteration (figure 2.14) moved away from using the pre-assembled
Thera-Band® handle system and instead incorporating the nylon straps, handles and grommet
into the design. The ‘T’ design also prevents the handles from rotating along multiple axes,
which is the case with the Thera-Band® handle-tube connection via the grommet. Instead, the
integrated design ensures proper alignment with the band and limits handle rotation, which is
valuable as it constrains the forces to one dimension. Once again, a SolidWorks model was 3D
printed to test out the fit of the integrated potentiometer and ensure that the band was correctly
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aligned. After testing the prototype, it became apparent that some modifications were necessary
to improve the fit. The potentiometer’s wiper initially sat approximately 12mm from the bottom
of the ball, meaning that the sensor would not be able to measure forces up to 400% elongation.
Therefore, the potentiometer’s position had to be moved up. Moreover, the circular cutout that
acts as the grommet and secures the band in place sat too far out from where the wiper was
situated, which meant that the band was incorrectly aligned. Lastly, the circular cutout at the
bottom of the prototype was too narrow, which interfered with the band’s movement.

Figure 2.14: T Design Case to Limit Handle Rotation

Another prototype was designed to include the aforementioned modifications along with
a box on the side to accommodate the PCB (figure 2.15). The prototype was once again tested
for fit. While the PCB easily fit into the case, fitting the potentiometer was presented more
problems. The interior dimensions of the rectangular section of the case from top to bottom
matched the exact dimensions of the potentiometer, making it difficult to try and angle the
potentiometer inside the case and then push it up to the top of the case. An updated version was
then designed and printed, this one leaving enough space for the potentiometer to first be inserted
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into the case and then pushed up to meet the top of the case. Two caps were also designed to
ensure all the components were snugly enclosed.

Figure 2.15: Updated T Design with PCB box and Altered Measurements

While the prototype’s dimensions and fitting were accurate, the designs’ sharp corners
and rectangular form made it aesthetically intimidating and intrusive, as it does not mirror a
user’s round grip. Another version was made to enhance the aesthetics, as shown in figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Final Case CAD Design
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The final hardware design, displayed in figures 2.16 and 2.17, takes into account all of
the aforementioned design limitations and drawbacks. The final product, dubbed “BANDPASS”,
provides a sturdy shell where an x-large potentiometer and PCB may be easily and securely
placed. The design takes into account the wires that connect the potentiometer and the PCB and
designates a space for the connections to be made with minimum interference to the band’s
essential functions. A small 3D printed block also fits underneath of the potentiometer to
securely hold the sensor in place. The lid is secured to the shell with 3 screws and pre-tapped
inserts. The rounded edges and curves of the design create a sleek, pleasing aesthetic with
cohesive and compact components. Future alterations to the lid will have to be made once the
final iteration of the PCB design is complete to take into account an opening for a button and a
USB port.

Figure 2.17: Final Design: BANDPASS
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2.3

Electrical Design
The electrical design includes a microcontroller, a micro-USB charging station, a unity

gain buffer and a switch. The RedBear BLE Nano was selected as the microcontroller, which is
the same microcontroller used in the IEB V1. The 18.5 x 21mm Bluetooth Low Energy Systemon-Chip houses the Nordic nRF52832, an on-board antenna, an ARM processor and other
components.xi The BLE Nano is programmed using Arduino code, most of which is provided by
RedBear’s Arduino Library for nRF5x. The same Arduino code as the IEB V1 is used (Appendix
6.2.) The code provided by RedBear and edited by Wechsler, uses the heart rate BLE protocol
which outputs each data value over Bluetooth.
A custom printed circuit board (PCB), developed by Cristel Callupe Chavez, involves the
supporting circuitry required to run the linear potentiometer, which is the same unity gain circuit
that was previously used to test the potentiometer. The BLE Nano operates on 0 – 3.3V and the
potentiometer is rated at 10kΩ, which means that the drawn current equates to
𝑖=

%
&

=

'.')
*+,-

= 0.33𝑚𝐴. A unit gain buffer is therefore used to isolate the input of the

potentiometer from the output, which ensures that the potentiometer signal is not affected by any
other voltages.
The PCB also mounts a rechargeable lithium-ion battery that the user can charge via a
Micro-USB. The battery provides a nominal voltage of 3.7VDC and has a 3-hour charging time.
The battery has a charging voltage of 4.2VDC ±0.03V and a charging current of 0.5CA. In
addition, the 85mAh coin cell battery as an average battery life of 5 hours, meeting the design
specifications. The PCB also includes an on-off switch that is controlled via a large external
rocker switch that the end-user would operate. The full PCB schematic is in Appendix 6.3 and
the full suite of electrical hardware is captured in figured 2.18. Note that the captured PCB and
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RedBear in figure 2.18 features extra wiring that was used to fix one of the tracks. Additionally,
the captured iteration lacked the USB port and button. The finalized design will have none of the
wirings shown and will also feature a micro-USB port and rocker switch to switch the device on
and off.

Figure 2.18: BANDPASS Electronics, without Switch and USB port

2.4

DALI Lab Mobile Application
A mobile application for the smart resistance exercise band was designed by Dartmouth’s

DALI lab and the story board of the app is shown in figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19: DALI Lab Mobile Application for the Smart Resistance Exercise Band

When the application is launched, it asks the user to turn on the smart band and connect it
via Bluetooth. The user also specifies the color of the band that they will be using. Next, the four
exercises (Bicep Curl, Seated Row, T-lifts and Triceps lifts) are displayed on the screen and the
user selects which exercise they will be performing. This identification process (both of the band
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color and exercise) is critical as it ensures correct visualization of the data on the backend. A
quick demo of the exercise is then displayed on the screen and the user then begins performing
the selected exercise for the specified number of reps. As the user performs the exercise, the
force data is displayed on the screen and all of data is concurrently stored in the cloud for in
depth analysis. Once the user completes the exercise, they stop recording data and go back to the
home screen to perform another exercise. The application also permits the user to review their
progress. The user’s performance and strength trends would also be available for the clinician.
This would ultimately bridge the gap between the clinician and patient as it allows the clinician
to monitor their patient and better understand how they are responding to the different exercises.

2.5

Final Design
The final prototype incorporates a linear potentiometer sensor rated at 10kΩ and 0.5W

linearly connected to the band using a nylon cable clamp. When the user performs an exercise,
the band and wiper are displaced resulting in a change in voltage which would later be mapped
to the correlating force in kg. The PCB and programmed RedBear BLE Nano are also inside the
case and are used to sample the sensor at a rate of 10Hz and output the data to the paired DALI
mobile application. The application recognizes each band’s unique ID and respective calibration
documentation and stores the incoming data in the cloud for visualization of the user’s
performance. The smart resistance band along with its accompanying application puts the
clinician and patient in direct communication, creates a culture of accountability, and provides
specific statistical feedback regarding the user’s strength.
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3

System Testing

3.1

Calibration

3.1.1 Automatic Band Calibration
An ‘automatic’ approach was first taken to generate the red BANDPASS’s calibration
curve. As shown in the setup of the test, displayed in figure 3.1, one of the ends of the band was
cut and a knot was made. That end was attached to a 3D printed part that hooked the band to a
bucket. The other end of the band with the handle was clamped to the end of a high table. Eight
known weights ranging from 0.6kg to 4.6kg were then loaded and unloaded from the bucket. At
this testing stage, the full PCB design was still not finalized. Therefore, the potentiometer was
connected to the breadboard circuit in figure 2.5 and the data was recorded using an oscilloscope.

Figure 3.1: Setup 1 using bucket and 3D printed hook

Figure 3.2 displays the calibration data for the different loads, where voltage was
plotted against time. As shown, there is minimal noise in the data despite the bucket often
swinging when the loads were placed, suggesting that the potentiometer has an appropriate
sensitivity level. The plot also indicates that the wiper returns to its initial position after each run,
as 3.3V is reached almost every time. Furthermore, each load has a repeatable and discrete
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voltage, with almost negligible variation at the minimum voltages. This further highlights the
system’s reliability.

Figure 3.2: Sensor Calibration Data

For each load, the output voltages were saved from the oscilloscope and input in a custom
MATLAB function that would find the average voltage (see Appendix 6.4). The function
calculated the demeaned voltages and then found the data points that fall between the median of
demeaned voltages <0 ± a threshold of the median. For most cases, the indicated threshold was
0.025, a 1.5% variation from the median. The average of the local flat region minimums was
then measured and saved, as exemplified in figure 3.3. This function was performed for each
load and all the voltages were saved into a single .mat file.

Figure 3.3: Plot Finding the Average of the Local Flat Region Minimums
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Another MATLAB function was then executed, where the voltages were mapped to an
extension, based on the linear potentiometer’s regression equation specified in section 2.2.4
(function in Appendix 6.5). Next, the strain was calculated by dividing the calculated extensions
by the initial length. The initial length, D1, was measured from the bottom of the ball to the top
of the wiper as indicated in figure 2.12. In order to relate the strain to the 38.1mm red band that
was tested on the Instron, the measurement was multiplied by 38.1. The force was then computed
by loading the Instron plot (figure 2.2) and finding the force reading that matched the calculated
strain. A regression line was then fitted as shown in figure 3.4 where force was plotted against
voltage.

Figure 3.4: Calibration Curve for the Red Band, Relating Voltage to Force

While the plot is fairly linear, the error between the calculated force and the actual weight
loaded was high, as shown in figure 3.5. The minimum error was 0.6% (0.01 kg) and the
maximum error was 37.9% (0.85kg). The average error across all loads was 21.97%. Such high
margins of error in the calculated force suggest that the calibration method is not suitable.
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Figure 3.5: Analyzing the Accuracy of the Device Using Automatic Band Calibration

There are several reasons that might have led to the method’s lack of accuracy. One of
the reasons is that the force computation is highly dependent on the initial length- a measurement
that is challenging to properly define. For simplicity, the initial length was defined as the
distance from the bottom of the ball to the top of the cable clamp. However, the initial length
could have been the distance from the bottom of the ball to where the tension is highest in the
clamp. This uncertainty significantly affected the measurements. For instance, changing the
initial length from 9.5mm to 10mm led to an average error of 26.44% between the calculated
force and the actual force, with errors as high as 40.4%.
Another reason that might explain the high errors recorded between the computed force
and the actual forces is that the mapping related back to the plot of the bands that were tested on
the Instron. As aforementioned in sectioned 2.2.2, there was an approximately 17% error
between the resistances recorded on the Instron and those specified by the Thera-Band® chart.
While the force can be calculated by deriving an equation from the Thera-Band® color
progression chart to relate extension and force, this method would still be inadequate. The chart
is mostly an approximation and does not accurately capture each band’s unique performance.
Therefore, a different calibration approach must be implemented.
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3.1.2 Single Band Calibration
A single band calibration approach was taken, where each band was calibrated
individually. A red BANDPASS was retested, and the setup of the test is displayed in figure 3.6.
The setup differs slightly from that of the automatic band calibration. The band is not cut at the
end and is instead knotted around the bucket’s handle. For the automatic calibration the goal was
to generate a calibration curve that could be used for any red band and therefore cutting the band
was acceptable. However, for single band calibration it is critical that the band is fully assembled
with the handles still attached. Another difference in the setups, was the bucket used. In setup 1,
the bucket used was not durable for the loading required and consequently broke towards the end
of the testing. In response, a sturdier bucket was used in setup 2. Known weights ranging from
0.9kg to 4.3kg were loaded and unloaded from the bucket in 45 second increments. The weights
were increased by one-pound increments. Once again, the potentiometer was connected to the
breadboard circuit in figure 2.5 and the data was recorded using an oscilloscope.

Figure 3.6: Setup 2- Tying the Band Around the Bucket

For each load, the output voltages were saved from the oscilloscope and input into the
same MATLAB function as the automatic calibration method. The average voltage for each load
were computed and all the averages were saved into a .mat file. The forces were then plotted
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against their corresponding voltages and a regression line was fitted as shown in figure 3.7. The
calibration curve was then used to compute the forces. The voltage for each force is recorded and
the corresponding force is calculated utilizing the calibration equation below (equation 1).
Calculated Force =

(Recorded Voltages − Offset) (Recorded Voltages − 3.7762)
=
Slope
−0.50969

Figure 3.7: Red Band Calibration Curve using Single Band Calibration

3.2

Static Testing

3.2.1 Repeatability Testing
Once the band was calibrated, the band was tested for its repeatability. As specified by
the design specifications, repeatability is one of the most critical functional capabilities for the
band, particularly because it was one of the IEB-V1’s main shortcomings. The same eight
weights used to calibrate the band were loaded to the end of the band using setup 2. Two runs
were then performed four hours apart. As shown in figure 3.8 and table 3.1 there is minimal
variation between the computed forces from hour 1 to hour 4. The maximum coefficient of
variation is 4.5%. Furthermore, the device from hour 1 to hour 4 is highly precise, with a
maximum standard deviation of 0.0756kg.
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Figure 3.8: Hourly Repeatability Test
Loads (kg)

Standard Deviation (kg)

Coefficient of Variation
(%)

0.99

0.0529

4.5115

1.29

0.0060

0.4356

1.89

0.0179

0.9931

2.29

0.0756

3.5842

2.82

0.0447

1.5926

3.32

0.0134

0.3796

3.73

0.0159

0.3991

4.23

0.0222

0.4860

Table 3.1: Hourly Computed Force Precision and Variation

The band was then tested for its repeatability from day to day to evaluate the system’s
reliability. The same weights were loaded, and the forces were computed using the methods
described above. The test was performed 1, 4 and 7 days apart, and the computed force was
plotted against the actual forces as shown in figure 3.9. The plots for different days closely align,
indicating that the data is very repeatable. Furthermore, the plot is relatively linear, denoting the
band’s level of accuracy for computing the force. The average difference between the computed
weight and the actual load is 0.12kg.
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As displayed in Table 3.2, the system is highly repeatable from day to day as the
maximum coefficient of variation is 4.44%. Furthermore, the system has a low standard
deviation for all the forces across the different days, with a maximum standard deviation of
0.19kg. This indicates that the computed forces tend to be close to the mean and that the device
is highly precise.

Figure 3.9: Daily Repeatability Test
Loads (kg)

Standard Deviation (kg)

Coefficient of Variation (%)

0.99

0.0265

2.3655

1.29

0.0337

2.4515

1.89

0.0296

1.6409

2.29

0.0334

1.5866

2.82

0.0590

2.1732

3.32

0.1310

3.8407

3.73

0.0676

1.7439

4.23

0.1984

4.4404

Table 3.2: Daily Computed Force Precision and Variation
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3.2.2 Repeatability Testing using the PCB
Once the PCB was finalized, the same tests were performed using the PCB instead of the
breadboard. The data was recorded via the oscilloscope as well as the LightBlue® application.
The oscilloscope data was synthesized exactly as before. Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the
computed forces against the actual forces from recording the voltages from the breadboard as
compared to the PCB. The maximum coefficient of variation between the computed forces was
2.4%, suggesting that the readings from the PCB are equivalent to those made by the breadboard.

Figure 3.10: PCB vs Breadboard Repeatability Test

The LightBlue® application was used to connect to BANDPASS. The application allows
wireless transmission of data and was used to log one-off data sets while the DALI application
was still being developed to meet the requirements of the updated IEB. The data from the
application was logged in hexadecimal and therefore the MATLAB code had to be adapted to
convert the readings to a 255 scale (Appendix 6.6). Once converted, the same MATLAB
function was used to save the average demeaned voltages. The calibration curve is displayed in
figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Calibration curve using the PCB and LightBlue Mobile Application

After calibrating the band for the PCB, another repeatability test was performed where
the measurements were taken 4 hours apart. As shown in figure 3.12 and table 3.3, the device
had a low standard deviation for recording forces using the PCB. It had minimal variation from
hour to hour with a maximum coefficient of variation of 3.6%. Furthermore, the average
difference between the computed force and the actual force was 0.18kg, indicating that the
calibration curve was appropriate. The overall testing performed on the PCB shows that the PCB
produces very similar measurements to the breadboard.

Figure 3.12: PCB Hourly Repeatability Test
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Loads (kg)

Standard Deviation (kg)

Coefficient of Variation (%)

0.99

0.0183

1.6071

1.29

0.0176

1.3070

1.89

0.0511

2.8839

2.29

0.0312

1.4302

2.82

0.0652

2.3390

3.32

0.1244

3.6365

3.73

0.0161

0.4247

4.23

0.0748

1.7749

Table 3.3: Hourly Computed Force Precision and Variation Recorded by the PCB

3.2.3 Accuracy Testing
The system was then tested for its accuracy when measuring loads that were not used in
performing the calibration curve. Seven different weights were loaded and unloaded from the
bucket. The weights varied from 100g to 1kg in order to measure the device’s sensitivity. The
forces were computed using the calibration equation and the plot is displayed in figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Accuracy Test

The differences and errors between the computed and actual forces were then calculated.
As displayed in table 3.4 the maximum difference between the computed and actual forces is
0.25kg and the maximum error is 8.9%. While these error margins are greater than the 0.2kg and
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5% error listed in the design specification, the mean difference is 0.13kg and 5.7%,
measurements which nearly meet the design specifications. This suggests that the device is
approximately 94% accurate. Furthermore, the test indicated that the system’s sensitivity is
approximately 100g, as the voltage measurements and the corresponding force calculated
differed for 1.69kg and 1.59kg. To assess whether the system reacted to the variation, the loads
were not all tested in increasing weight order. The data shows that the device is not affected by
the ordering of the weights. This is critical for dynamic testing, as the user’s strength will not be
the same for each exercise and can often increase and decease in a non-linear manner.
Random Loads (kg)

Difference between computed
and actual force (kg)

Error between computed
and actual force (%)

1.1926

0.0821

6.8801

1.6926

-0.0635

-3.7537

1.5994

-0.0433

-2.7054

2.5989

0.2333

8.9786

2.2993

-0.0865

-3.7639

3.1196

0.2595

8.3170

3.5194

0.1999

5.6801

Table 3.4: Assessing the System’s Accuracy

The random forces were computed using the initial calibration. One way to improve the
device’s accuracy would be to fit a new regression curve based on all of the average repeated
calibration curves in figure 3.9. The random forces were recalculated using the new regression
equation (equation 2): Calculated Force =

(MNOPQRNR SPTUVWNXY'.Z*[\)
Y+.]']Z'

, and the corresponding plot

is shown in figure 3.14.
Using the average calibration, the maximum difference between the computed and actual
forces is 0.17kg and the average difference is 0.10kg, which is 23% more accurate than using a
single one-off calibration (table 3.5). In addition, the maximum error between the computed and
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actual force is 8.1%, and the mean error is only 4.9%, meaning that the design specifications
were met. The data therefore indicates that calibrating the device using the average of multiple
runs improves the device’s accuracy for computing forces.

Figure 3.14: Accuracy Test Using Average Calibration
Random Loads (kg)

Difference between computed
and actual force (kg)

Error between computed
and actual force (%)

1.1926

0.0971

8.1446

1.6926

-0.0657

-3.8843

1.5994

-0.0419

-2.6210

2.5989

0.1724

6.6351

2.2993

-0.1172

-5.0984

3.1196

0.1719

5.5095

3.5194

0.0957

2.7200

Table 3.5: Assessing the System’s Accuracy Using Average Calibration

3.3

Dynamic Testing

3.3.1 Controlled T-Lift Test
The system was dynamically tested to assess how the device would respond to the user
performing an exercise. First a controlled T-lift exercise was performed. The middle of the band
and a location on the floor were marked, to limit any variation in the test from day to day. A bar
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was also clamped to the top of a high bench and acted as the fixed location that the user would
bring their arm up to every time. For this test, the user stands on the marked center of the
resistance exercise, holding both handles loosely at their sides with palms facing in. The
BANDPASS handle is held in the user’s right hand. The user then lifts their arms as shown in
figure 3.15 up to the bar, which is approximately at should length. The user keeps their arms
extended until they are parallel to the ground with their palms facing down, holding the position
for approximately 3-5 seconds. Once completed, the user slowly lowers their arms back to their
sides until the band is completely relaxed and their arms hang freely. The exercise was repeated
for 11 reps and was performed during three different days.

Figure 3.15: Controlled T-Lift Exercise with Marked Position on the Ground and a Bar at Shoulder Height

The output voltages were saved from the oscilloscope (PCB was not finalized yet) and
input into a MATLAB function that was tailored for the dynamic testing (Appendix 6.7). The
function uses calibration equation 1, as calibrating the device in the long run will most likely be
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based on a single calibration test instead of the average of multiple runs due to the time constraints.
Figure 3.16 shows the computed force in kg for the 11 reps across 3 different days.

Figure 3.16: Data from the Controlled T-Lift Exercises Across Different Days

For day 1, the mean peak was 1.68kg, and the standard deviation between each rep’s peak
was 0.061 kg and the coefficient of variation was 3.63%. For day 2, the mean peak was 1.61kg,
and the standard deviation between each rep’s peak was 0.04 kg and the coefficient of variation
was 2.57%. For day 3, the mean peak was 1.63kg, and the standard deviation between each rep’s
peak was 0.04 kg and the coefficient of variation was 2.53%. The data suggests that during the
performance of the controlled T-lift at a given day, there is minimum variation between the force
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exerted, suggesting that the device repeatedly computes forces. In addition, the low standard
deviation emphasizes the system’s precision during dynamic testing.
When comparing the mean peaks of day 1, day 2 and day 3, the average computed peak
was 1.6kg, and the standard deviation between the different days was 0.035kg and the coefficient
of variation was 2.15%. The low standard deviation and coefficient of variation implies that the
device can precisely compute forces in a dynamic setting, both between reps and between different
days. This suggests that the device is capable of monitoring the user’s strength trends over time.

3.3.2 User Testing
While the controlled dynamic test offered valuable information in terms of the device’s
repeatability and precision, it was critical to test the device in an uncontrolled setting as this is how
the device will ultimately be used in a clinical study. A young adult was recruited to perform
exercises 1 and 2, which are the seated bicep curl and the seated row and are shown in figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Demonstration of Bicep Curl (left) and Seated Row (right)

For the bicep curl, the participant sat on a chair, and placed their right foot on the center of
the marked band. They held both of the handles (BANDPASS handle in the right hand) with the
palms facing out. To begin, the user kept their arms by their side and then pulled upwards, bending
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at the elbow until their palms nearly touched their shoulders. The user the slowly lowered their
arm back to the starting position with their arms fully extended at the elbow and the band
completely relaxed.
The plot of the user’s performance of the bicep curl is shown in figure 3.18. The plot
indicates that there is minimal noise when recording an exercise. As displayed by the varying
widths in the plot, there is some variation in how long it takes the user to perform each rep, which
is expected. The user applied an average of 1.59kg during the exercise and the coefficient of
variation between the peaks was 2.36%. This suggests that the user was performing the exercise
correctly as they were extending their elbow almost to the same location each time and exerting
approximately the same amount of force.

Figure 3.18: Data from User Performing Bicep Curl

The user then performed a seated row. The participant first wraps the band at its center
around a post at mid-chest height. The participant sits with their feet rested on the ground,
holding both handles with palms turned in (BANDPASS in the right hand). The user begins with
their arms straight, then pull in towards their abdomen until their upper arms are slightly behind
the torso. The user then slowly extends their arms back to the resting position, with their arms
straight and band relaxed. The user completed 9 reps holding for a few seconds at the extended
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position. The plot of the user’s performance of the seated row is shown in figure 3.19. The mean
force exerted during the seated row was 1.33kg, the standard deviation between reps was 0.4kg,
and the coefficient of variation between peaks was 3.3%.

Figure 3.19: Data from User Performing Seated Row

Compared to the bicep curl the user exerted less force when performing the seated row
(1.59kg vs 1.33kg) and experienced greater variation between reps. One of the reasons for this is
that the seated row requires less extension than the bicep curl. During the clinical study, the user’s
average peak performance for each exercise would be recorded and saved as a baseline. The user’s
strength can be tracked over time for each exercise by comparing the output forces.

3.4

Comparing BANDPASS to IEB V1
The objective of the developed device was to address the limitations of the IEB V1. As

previously discussed, the IEB’s sensor design did not produce repeatable, reliable data for
tracking patients’ strength trends. The calibration data that was recorded last year using a similar
setup to setup 2 exhibited a significant amount of ringing in the measurements, partially due to
the bucket’s swinging. Moreover, data measurements for the same weights varied considerably
when the weights were loaded on and off. For instance, at a load of 3715.2g, the recorded data
ranged from approximately 55 to 90 (disregarding spikes) on the 255 scale, which is a 63%
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difference (figure 3.20). Such variability in measurements for the same weight poses an issue
because it makes it difficult to later understand the user’s force exertion. In other words, if the
user is constantly exerting 1kg of the force, that measurement could be computed as 1kg one
time and 1.63kg the next, limiting the sensor’s reliability.

Figure 3.20: IEB V1 Calibration Data, Provided by Emily Wechsler

Directly comparing the IEB V1’s calibration to BANDAPASS’s (figure 3.21), it is
evident that BANDPASS has minimal variation (and noise) in its data measurements for the
same weights. This suggests that the new design suitably addresses the IEB V1’s repeatability
problem.

Figure 3.21: BANDPASS Calibration Data
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When comparing BANDPASS’s dynamic force measurement to that of the IEB’s, there is
substantial improvement between the measurements. Figure 3.22 demonstrates a side by side
comparison of a user performing a bicep curl using the IEB V1 and the BandPass. As shown,
there is some variability between each rep’s ADC count. Some reps average 50 while others vary
from 90 to 100, which directly impacts the force calculations. This variability could have been
due to both user and sensor error. The BANDPASS, on the other hand, has minimal variation
between reps, suggesting better repeatability.

Figure 3.22: Side by Side Comparison of User Performing Bicep Curl Using IEB V1 (left) and BANDPASS (right)

Figure 3.23 compares a user performing a seated row using the IEB V1 and the
BANDPASS. Similarly, to the bicep curl’s data, there is a discrepancy in the IEB’s ADC count
varying from 40 to 55 ADC count, with some noise towards the tail of the data. The
BANDPASS produces more repeatable data and is less sensitive to external noise.

Figure 3.23: Side by Side Comparison of User Performing Seated Row Using IEB V1 (left) and BANDPASS
(right)
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3.5

System Evaluation
A summary of the tested parameters of the design is displayed in table 3.6 below.

Controlled Dynamic
Testing

Accuracy
Testing

PCB Testing

Repeatability Testing

Parameter

Design Specification

Tested Value

Calibration curve’s R2 value

>.9

0.9917

CoV between hourly measurements

<5%

4.5% (maximum)

<0.2kg

0.0756kg

<5%

4.44% (maximum)

Standard deviation between computed
forces for daily measurements

<0.2kg

0.19kg

Average difference between computed
load and actual force

<0.2kg

0.12kg

CoV between PCB and breadboard
measurements

<3%

2.4%

CoV between hourly measurements

<5%

3.6% (maximum)

Average difference between computed
load and actual force

<0.2kg

0.18kg

Average difference between computed
and actual force

<0.2kg

0.13kg (0.10kg using
multiple run
calibration)

Average error between computed and
actual force

<5%

5.7% (4.9% using
multiple run
calibration)

CoV between each rep’s peaks in the
same set

<5%

3.63%

Standard deviation between each rep’s
peaks in the same set

<0.1kg

0.061kg

CoV between peaks for different days

<5%

2.15%

Standard deviation between peaks for
different days

<0.1kg

0.035kg

Standard deviation between computed
forces for hourly measurements
CoV between daily measurements

Table 3.6: Assessing the System Against the Design Specifications

The device meets all the design specifications that were indicated in section 2.1, with the
exception of the coefficient of variation between computed and actual forces for random loads.
Using the single one-off calibration equation (equation 1), the average error between the
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computed and actual forces is 5.7%, which is 0.7% higher than the design specification.
However, when the average calibration equation (equation 2) is implemented, the average error
is 4.9%. The system testing indicates that the developed product produces repeatable
measurements as the maximum variation for the computed forces is 4.44% between different
days (and 4.5% between hourly measurements). Furthermore, the device is precise as the
maximum standard deviation for computed forces between different days is 0.19kg. The device
also accurately measures the forces, as the average error between the computed and actual force
is 5.7% (4.9% using average calibration curve). This implies that the device is approximately
94.3% accurate.
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4

Scalability and Cost Analysis
As specified in section 1, the goal of the project is to run a clinical study over the summer

of 2019, hence, a large number of BANDPASSes need to be produced to give to participants.
The study will recruit 8 older adults aged 65 years and older with a body mass index greater than
30kg/m2. Each participant would require a yellow, red and green band. Therefore, 24 fully
populated and calibrated bands are required for the pilot.
Economies of scale can considerably reduce the overall time needed to fabricate each
BANDPASS along with its associated cost. The case and lid can be outsourced for 3D printing,
along with the PCB which can be pre-assembled externally. This would significantly reduce
assembly time. The potentiometers would then all be modified, in terms of making quasi-circular
cuts at the ends of the wipers and soldering the 3 wires to the back of the sensors. The
potentiometers would then be integrated to the band, connected to the PCBs and placed into the
3D printed cases. Assembling the bands in an assembly line like manner would streamline the
process. Once the bands are all assembled, each band can be calibrated individually, as described
in section 3.1.2.
The cost for each component of the BANDPASS design is presented in the bill of
materials (BOM), table 4.1. The quoted prices are based on a 25-purchase order. The estimated
cost of the materials is $159.64 per band. The product’s price can be reduced significantly by
ordering larger quantities. This is particularly true for the PCB, which is the most expensive
component of the design due to its external assembly.
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Part
3D printed case (shell, lid and block)
TheraBand Resistance tubing with soft
handles
Heavyweight polypropylene black straps
(1-inch x 50 yards)
Assembled PCB with button and USB port
X-Large Potentiometer
RedBear Ble Nano V2 with headers
Brass Screw-to-Expand inserts and screws
(x4)
Wire for potentiometer-to-PCB (x3)
(25 feet per wire spool set)
Nylon cable clamps with screw and nut

Vendor

Cost

Sculpteo

$51.41

Theraband

$19.99

Amazon

$2.70

Multiple vendors

$70

Sparkfun

$2.95

Particle

$4.99

McMaster-Carr

$6.56

Amazon

$0.05

Amazon and
McMaster-Carr

$0.99

$159.64

Total
Table 4.1: Bill of Materials
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5

Discussion, Conclusions and Future Directions
BANDPASS, a smart resistance band used for exercise, was developed to remotely

monitor a patient’s exercise performance and track strength trends. The device is capable of
transmitting resistance exercise force data to a smartphone application, such as the LightBlue
iPhone application or the DALI mobile application currently in development. The final product
produces repeatable, reliable and accurate force measurements. The 80 hours of testing
performed on the device indicated that there is minimal variation in the device’s calculation of
forces from hour to hour and from day to day. Similarly, it was concluded that the device
accurately measures the forces as the average difference between the computed and actual forces
to be 0.13kg which is less than the design goal of 0.2kg. Moreover, the controlled dynamic
testing demonstrated that the device can be used to better understand the user’s strength
performance as it generated smooth curves with distinct peaks that can be analyzed. This was
further confirmed by analyzing a user performing a set of bicep curls and seated rows. The data
was smooth, and the reps were easy to identify and analyze. The width of the bins can be used to
determine the time it takes for a user to perform a rep, while the average of the peaks for each
exercise can be used as a baseline to monitor how the patient’s strength is changing over time.
The smart resistance band along with its accompanying mobile application bridges the
gap between clinicians and patients. Strength trends can then be observed by the patient and the
clinician alike, meaning that adherence to home-based treatments can be monitored and
confirmed by clinicians with minimal intrusiveness. In addition, being able to properly identify
how much force the user is exerting while performing resistance training is critical as unlike
weight training with dumbbells or barbells, knowing how much force the user is actually
applying presents a not-insignificant challenge. The clinician can now analyze how their patients
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are responding to the different exercises and can tailor the exercises specifically to the patients’
needs.
When compared to IEB V1, the developed design successfully addresses IEB V1’s
limitations. BANDPASS’s integrated sensor design takes into account the multi-axial load
distribution during the performance of the exercises and measures force data up to 400%
elongation of the exercise band. The redesigned connection between the tubing and handle,
limits the handle’s ability to rotate and the sensor’s linear alignment to the tubing constrains the
forces to one dimension. In other words, the sensor is unaffected by a user changing the angle at
which they hold the handles as the sensor only takes into account linear forces. The overall
design is fairly compact and does not interfere with the user performing any exercise.
The product is also user friendly. One of the main takeaways from the usability study
conducted for IEB V1 last year was that the participants required an easy method for charging
the device. The new PCB design incorporates a rechargeable battery that can be charged using a
micro-USB, which is relatively easy for the user as it is the same method that they use to charge
their smartphones.
While the device produces precise, accurate and repeatable data, a few design alterations
can be made to best meet all the design specifications. The current design is 52.5mm x 100.7mm
x 31mm, and covers a significant portion of the tubing, While the design does not interfere with
the band, a smaller case design would be more aesthetically pleasing. In section 2.1, it was
specified that the sensor must measure force data up to 400% of the elongation of the exercise
band. This was based on an initial user testing, that indicated that the maximum extension of the
band during the four exercises is approximately 200-250%, and therefore a 2x factor of safety
was implemented in the design. After analyzing the dynamic test data, it became evident that the
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over specification was too conservative because on average the user did not surpass 250% of the
band’s elongation. Therefore, the medium potentiometer that was earlier explored in section
2.2.4 can be used instead of the x-large potentiometer implemented in the current design. This
would significantly reduce the size of the case as the medium potentiometer is approximately
half the size of x-large potentiometer. The medium potentiometer is only 45mm x 9.5mm as
opposed to the x-large potentiometer, which is 88m x 12.5mm. Furthermore, using the smaller
sized potentiometer would also improve the electrical aspect of the design. Currently, only half
of the full voltage range is used during dynamic testing (3.3v - ≅ 1.2v). Using a smaller
potentiometer would result in the full voltage range being covered when the user is performing
an exercise, which would in turn enhance the device’s sensitivity.
The current size of the PCB also contributes to the bulkiness of the case. The PCB’s
footprint can be decreased and some of the header’s heights can also be reduced. Moreover,
adding connectors to join the 3 wires from the potentiometer to the PCB would provide a more
secure mooring that is resistant to sudden or sustained shocks than the current method of simply
soldering the wires to the board. The overall design case can also be further reduced by creating
a flexible PCB that wraps around the potentiometer. Alternatively, a different location for
placing the PCB may be explored, such as securing the PCB inside the handle.
Improvements can also be done to setup 2 (figure 3.6) that was used for calibration and
static testing. Oftentimes the bucket would slip from the knot when heavier weights were loaded.
A modified, more robust setup should therefore be implemented. For instance, instead of tying a
knot around the bucket’s handle, a pulley-like system can be built that would ensure the band
does not slip for heavier loads. Ideally, a mobile calibration setup would be built and given to
clinicians to use for quick recalibration of the bands when necessary. While the overall design is
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robust, using a displacement-based sensor creates the possibility for some additional wear and
tear. Hence, the condition of the band should be checked often, and replaced if needed.
Although the project was specifically tailored for use in clinical weight loss programs, the
product has the potential for further commercial applications that should not be overlooked. The
product can also be extremely beneficial for physical recovery patients. Resistance based training
is commonly used in physical therapy programs as a method for regenerating patients’ muscle
strength.xii BANDPASS would provide physical therapists with quantifiable data that they can
use to better understand how their patients are reacting to the therapeutic exercises. Dartmouth’s
Peak Performance program (DP2) also expressed interest in incorporating the device in some of
their training programs, as part of their continuous push to customizing training and conditioning
programs that match the needs of their athletes.
Overall, the developed device meets the design specifications and successfully addresses
the design problem. The hypothesis that a smart resistance exercise band can be developed to
remotely monitor a patient’s exercise performance and track strength trends was demonstrated to
be not only possible, but applicable to a wide variety of use cases. On a broader level, the
product fits within the same modern niche that gave us Apple Watches and period tracking
applications – namely our ability to track and optimize our daily habits and patterns in order to
identify and reach our lifestyle peaks.
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6

Appendices

6.1

Descriptions of Exercises
The descriptions of the following exercises are extracted directly from Emily Wechsler’s

thesis.
Exercise #1: Bicep Curl

Figure 6.1: Bicep Curl from Thera-Band Instruction Manual

1. Type: Curl (Biceps brachii, brachioradialis, wrist flexors/extensors)
2. Description: Participants hold both of the handles, palms facing upward, sitting in a chair
or standing if necessary. The participants step on the band with their right foot. Keeping
their upper arms static by their sides, the participants pull upward, bending at the elbow,
till the palms nearly touch the shoulder. Then the participant slowly lowers the arms back
to a fully resting position with full extension at the elbow.
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Exercise #2: Seated Row

Figure 6.2: Seated Row, from Thera-Band Instruction Manual

1. Type: Seated Rows (rhomboids, middle and lower trapezius, latissimus dorsi, posterior
deltoid, teres infraspinaturs, and forearm muscles)
2. Description: Participants sit holding both of the handles, palms turned in. The participants
wrap the band around a post at mid-chest height. Participants begin with arms straight,
then pull them in towards their abdomen, bending at the elbow to keep the forearms
parallel with the floor, until the upper arms are slightly behind the torso. Then the
participant slowly extends the arms back to a fully straight position in line with the legs,
relaxing the tubing.
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Exercise #3: T-Lift

Figure 6.3: T-Lift, from Thera-Band Instruction Manual

1. Type: Arm-to-side Shoulder Abduction (deltoid, supraspinatus)
2. Description: Participants stand on the center of the elastic, holding both handles loosely
at their sides, palms facing in. Then, they lift their arms as if demonstrating their
wingspan, keeping them extended until they are parallel to the ground with their palms
facing down. Finally, they slowly lower their arms back to their sides until the elastic is
relaxed and their arms may hang freely.
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Exercise #4: Triceps Lift

Figure 6.4: Triceps Lift, from Thera-Band Instruction Manual

1. Type Standing elbow kickback (triceps brachii)
2. Description: Participants stand with the right foot on the center of the tubing. They hold
the handle with palms facing behind them. The arms are held straight and beside the
participants side with the tubing relaxed. Then, the arms are brought up in a bend, with
upper arms back and nearly parallel to the floor and forearms perpendicular. Next, the
forearms are extending backwards so that they are in line with the upper arms and
therefore nearly parallel with the floor. They are then returned to the 90o bend, then
extended again, and so forth until the reps are complete.
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6.2

Arduino Code for Programming the RedBear BLE Nano

/*
* Copyright (c) 2016 RedBear
*
* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"),
* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense,
* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:
*
* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.
*
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
* IN THE SOFTWARE.
*/
/**
* @note This demo is Nordic HRM example.
*
You could use nRF toolbox tool to test it.
*/
#include <nRF5x_BLE_API.h>
#define DEVICE_NAME
BLE
Ticker

"TherabandSensor"

ble;
ticker_task1;

static uint8_t hrmCounter = 100;
static uint8_t bpm[2]
= {0x00, hrmCounter};
static const uint8_t location = 0x03;
int pin = A5;
static const uint16_t uuid16_list[] = {GattService::UUID_HEART_RATE_SERVICE};
// Create characteristic and service
GattCharacteristic hrmRate(GattCharacteristic::UUID_HEART_RATE_MEASUREMENT_CHAR, bpm,
sizeof(bpm), sizeof(bpm), GattCharacteristic::BLE_GATT_CHAR_PROPERTIES_NOTIFY);
GattCharacteristic hrmLocation(GattCharacteristic::UUID_BODY_SENSOR_LOCATION_CHAR,(uint8_t
*)&location, sizeof(location), sizeof(location),GattCharacteristic::BLE_GATT_CHAR_PROPERTIES_READ);
GattCharacteristic *hrmChars[] = {&hrmRate, &hrmLocation, };
GattService
hrmService(GattService::UUID_HEART_RATE_SERVICE, hrmChars, sizeof(hrmChars) /
sizeof(GattCharacteristic *));
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void disconnectionCallBack(const Gap::DisconnectionCallbackParams_t *params) {
Serial.println("Disconnected!");
Serial.println("Restarting the advertising process");
ble.startAdvertising();
}
void periodicCallback() {
if (ble.getGapState().connected) {
// Update the HRM measurement
// First byte = 8-bit values, no extra info, Second byte = uint8_t HRM value
// See -->
https://developer.bluetooth.org/gatt/characteristics/Pages/CharacteristicViewer.aspx?u=org.bluetooth.characteristic.h
eart_rate_measurement.xml
hrmCounter++;
if (hrmCounter == 175)
hrmCounter = 100;
bpm[1] = hrmCounter;
uint16_t value = analogRead(pin);
bpm[1] = value >> 2; // Bit shift the 10 bit number to remove least significant digits. It will now have a range of
0-255 instead of 0-1023
// send the data via BLE
ble.updateCharacteristicValue(hrmRate.getValueAttribute().getHandle(), bpm, sizeof(bpm));
}
}
void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("Nordic_HRM Demo ");
// Init timer task
ticker_task1.attach(periodicCallback, 1);
// Init ble
ble.init();
ble.onDisconnection(disconnectionCallBack);
// setup adv_data and srp_data
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::BREDR_NOT_SUPPORTED |
GapAdvertisingData::LE_GENERAL_DISCOVERABLE);
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::COMPLETE_LIST_16BIT_SERVICE_IDS,
(uint8_t*)uuid16_list, sizeof(uuid16_list));
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::HEART_RATE_SENSOR_HEART_RATE_BELT);
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::COMPLETE_LOCAL_NAME, (uint8_t
*)DEVICE_NAME, sizeof(DEVICE_NAME));
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// set adv_type
ble.setAdvertisingType(GapAdvertisingParams::ADV_CONNECTABLE_UNDIRECTED);
// add service
ble.addService(hrmService);
// set device name
ble.setDeviceName((const uint8_t *)DEVICE_NAME);
// set tx power,valid values are -40, -20, -16, -12, -8, -4, 0, 4
ble.setTxPower(4);
// set adv_interval, 100ms in multiples of 0.625ms.
ble.setAdvertisingInterval(160);
// set adv_timeout, in seconds
ble.setAdvertisingTimeout(0);
// start advertising
ble.startAdvertising();
}
void loop() {
// put your main code here, to run repeatedly:
ble.waitForEvent();
}
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6.3

Custom Printed Circuit Board Schematic
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6.4

MATLAB Script to Find Average Voltages During Calibration

%The potentiometer was hooked to the band and weights were attached
%to the end of the band and the voltages were recorded. The aim is to
%extract the average minimums from the flat region.
%Ryan Halter and Sue Mohieldin
%Spring 2019
%Clear
clc;
clear;
clf;
%Import the file using csvread, change every time
weight_test1= csvread('350g.csv',6,0);
%Skip 1st value since it is zero (All cases start with 0)
raw_voltage1 = weight_test1(890:end,2);
%Create a time variable the same size as the voltage1 vector
%Arbitrary length depending on length of raw_voltage signal
time_dif = diff(weight_test1(:,1));
time = [0:mean(time_dif):mean(time_dif)*(length(raw_voltage1)-1)];
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(time,raw_voltage1)
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Voltage (V)');
grid on
%Demean voltages
demeaned = raw_voltage1 - mean(raw_voltage1);
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(time,demeaned,'r')
hold on
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Demeaned Voltage (V)');
grid on
%Find values < 0
index_sub_zero = find(demeaned<0);
demeaned_sub_zero = demeaned(index_sub_zero);
0
time_sub_zero = time(index_sub_zero);

% Index of voltages < 0
% demeamned v vector for v <
% time vector for v < 0

plot(time_sub_zero,demeaned_sub_zero,'b.');
% Problem is we catch everything < 0 and we just want to get the flatter
% regions. So let's take the median to find out the most common values and
% then filter things out if they are too far from the median
med = median(demeaned_sub_zero);
% Median of demeaned v < 0
thresh = 0.4; % Assume threshold is 0.025=1.5% variation about mediann (could
be tuned)
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% Below find values that fall between med +/- some percentage of the median
index_median = find(demeaned_sub_zero > med-thresh*abs(med) &
demeaned_sub_zero < med+thresh*abs(med));
time_med = time_sub_zero(index_median);
demeaned_med = demeaned_sub_zero(index_median);
plot(time_med,demeaned_med,'ko');
%Take the average of the local minimums
average_voltage = mean(demeaned_med)+mean(raw_voltage1);
%Next step here is to save the average_voltage
save 350g average_voltage
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6.5

MATLAB Script to Find Regression

The following script finds the regression equation, relating voltages to
forces
%Sue Mohieldin
%Spring 2019
%clearing
clear;
clc;
clf;
%list weights
weights = [0.9928, 1.2995, 1.8996, 2.2994, 2.820, 3.3201, 3.7267, 4.2266];
weights2 = [1.0585, 1.4654, 1.9652, 2.3650, 2.8845, 3.3844, 3.7909, 4.2906];
%Load voltages
voltages_load = load('voltages_1');
voltages = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_load));
%load forces
forces_load = load('forces');
forces = cell2mat(struct2cell(forces_load));
v2_load= load('av_v');
v2 = cell2mat(struct2cell(v2_load));
% forces_load2 = load('forces2');
% forces2 = cell2mat(struct2cell(forces_load2));
%Plot the Forces vs Voltages
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(forces, voltages)
grid on
hold on
% y = ax + b
a = -0.50969;
b = 3.7762;
%Calculating Regressions
tbl = table(forces', voltages);
mdl = fitlm(tbl,'linear');
%Plot
plot(mdl)
hold off
xlabel('Voltages (V)','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
ylabel('Force (kg)','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
title('Red Band Calibration Curve','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
grid on
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xl1 = xlim;
yl1 = ylim;
xt1 = 0.05 * (xl1(2)-xl1(1)) + xl1(1)
yt1 = 0.90 * (yl1(2)-yl1(1)) + yl1(1)
caption1 = sprintf('y = -0.50969x + 3.7762');
text(0.6, 2.9, caption1, 'FontSize', 10, 'Color', 'k');
lm=fitlm(forces' , voltages, 'poly1');
% a linear model
betahat=lm.Coefficients.Estimate; % the coefficients
[B,BINT,R,RINT] = regress(forces',voltages);
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6.6

MATLAB Script for PCB Readings

%Read LightBlue Data into Matlab, converting HEX to decimal
%Emily Wechsler 2/1/18
%Adapted by Sue Mohieldin Spring 2019
clear
clc
close all
figure
Date = '5_28_19';
Em = 1;
Test= 0;
Load = 0;
filename = [Date '/' int2str(Em) '_' int2str(Test) '_' int2str(Load) '.txt'];
fileID = fopen(filename,'r');
%
%
%

if fileID == -1
error('Unable to open File.');
end

C = textscan(fileID,'%q %*s %*s %*s %*s <%4s %*s','EndOfLine', '\r\n');
valuesindec= -hex2dec(C{2});
timesindatenum=datenum(C{1}, 'HH:MM:SS.FFF');
timesminusfirst=timesindatenum(1:end,1)-timesindatenum(1,1);
hold on
plot(timesminusfirst,valuesindec)
xlabel('time'),ylabel('Value (255 scale)');
title('Sensor 1 Calibration Data');
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(timesminusfirst,valuesindec)
xlabel('time'),ylabel('Value (255 scale)');
title('Sensor 1 Calibration Data');
grid on
% Demean voltages
demeaned = valuesindec - mean(valuesindec);
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(timesminusfirst,demeaned,'r')
hold on
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Demeaned Voltage (V)');
grid on
%Find values < 0
index_sub_zero = find(demeaned<0);
% Index of voltages < 0
demeaned_sub_zero = demeaned(index_sub_zero);
% demeamned v vector for v <
0
time_sub_zero = timesminusfirst(index_sub_zero);
% time vector for
v < 0
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plot(time_sub_zero,demeaned_sub_zero,'b.');

med = median(demeaned_sub_zero);
% Median of demeaned v < 0
thresh = 0.4; % Assume threshold is 0.025=1.5% variation about mediann (could
be tuned)
% Below find values that fall between med +/- some percentage of the median
index_median = find(demeaned_sub_zero > med-thresh*abs(med) &
demeaned_sub_zero < med+thresh*abs(med));
time_med = time_sub_zero(index_median);
demeaned_med = demeaned_sub_zero(index_median);
plot(time_med,demeaned_med,'ko');
%Take the average of the local minimums
average_valindec = mean(demeaned_med)+mean(valuesindec);
timesindatenum=timesindatenum(1:end,1)-timesindatenum(1:end,1);
timesminusfirst=timesminusfirst(1:end,1)-timesminusfirst(1:end,1);
fclose('all');
hold off
mean(valuesindec)
std(valuesindec)
% Save Files
% save em_1_3 average_valindec
%save dyn_s valuesindec
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6.7

MATLAB Script Used in Dynamic Tests

%Find the forces during dynamic testing
%Sue Mohieldin
%Spring 2019
clc;
clear;
clf;
%loading initial
voltages_load1 = load('dyn_1');
voltages1 = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_load1));
voltages_load2 = load('dyn_2');
voltages2 = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_load2));
voltages_load3 = load('dyn_3');
voltages3 = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_load3));
voltages_pcb_dyn = load('dyn_e');
voltagesp = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_pcb_dyn));

% y = ax + b
a = -0.50969;
b = 3.7762;
% y = ax + b
a2 = -32.967;
b2 = 37.096;
%Find the the measured force
index1 = find(voltages1>3.275);
index2 = find(voltages2>3.275);
index3 = find(voltages3>3.275);
computed_force_1 = (voltages1 computed_force_1(index1) = 0;
computed_force_2 = (voltages2 computed_force_2(index2) = 0;
computed_force_3 = (voltages3 computed_force_3(index3) = 0;
indexp = find(voltagesp>-28);
computed_force_p = (voltagesp computed_force_p(indexp) = 0;

b)/a;
b)/a;
b)/a;
b2)/a2;

time1= linspace(0,120,length(computed_force_1));
time2 = linspace(0,120,length(computed_force_2));
time3 = linspace(0,120,length(computed_force_3));
timep = linspace(0,120,length(computed_force_p));
figure(1)
ax(1) = subplot(3,1,1)
k= 0.9788;
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plot(time1, computed_force_1)
ylabel('Force (kg), Day 1','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
title('Controlled T-Lift Exercise','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
grid on
hold on
%find peaks
[pk,lk] = findpeaks((computed_force_1), time1 );
plot(lk,pk,'o')
hold off
average_peak1 = mean(pk);
ax(2) = subplot(3,1,2);
y2 = medfilt1(computed_force_2);
plot(time2, y2 )
ylabel('Force (kg),Day 2','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
hold on
grid on
hold on

%Find peaks2
[pk2,lk2] = findpeaks((y2), time2 );
plot(lk2,pk2,'o')
average_peak2 = mean(pk2);
ax(3) = subplot(3,1,3);
y3 = medfilt1(computed_force_3);
plot(time3, y3)
ylabel('Force (kg), Day 3','FontName','Times','FontSize',14)
hold off
grid on
xlabel('Time (s)')
hold on
%Find peaks 3
[pk3,lk3] = findpeaks((y3), time3, 'MinPeakDistance',1e-10);
plot(lk3,pk3,'o')
average_peak3 = mean(pk3);
linkaxes(ax,'x')
t1= table(average_peak1, average_peak2, average_peak3)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(time3, y3)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Force (kg)')
grid on
hold on
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% title('Dynamic Testing')
[pk3,lk3] = findpeaks((y3), time3, 'MinPeakDistance',1e-10);
plot(lk3,pk3,'o')
hold off
average_peak3 = mean(pk3);
%PCB
figure(4)
plot(timep, computed_force_p)
ylabel('Force (kg), Dynamic Test 1')
grid on
hold on
%find peaks
[pkp,lkp] = findpeaks((computed_force_p), timep );
plot(lkp,pkp,'o')
hold off

D2 = [average_peak1, average_peak2, average_peak3]
S2 = std(D2)
m2 = mean(D2)
cov2 = (S2./m2)*100

%% Bicep Curl
k2= 0.9941;
voltages_load4 = load('bicep');
bicep = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_load4));
index4 = find(bicep>3.265);
computed_force_4 = (bicep - b)/a;
computed_force_4(index4) = 0;
time4 = linspace(0,120,length(computed_force_4));
figure(2)
plot(time4, computed_force_4)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontName', 'Times','FontSize',14)
ylabel('Force (kg)','FontName', 'Times','FontSize',14)
title('Bicep Curl','FontName', 'Times','FontSize',14)
grid on
hold on
%find peaks
[pk4,lk4] = findpeaks(computed_force_4, time4);
plot(lk4,pk4,'o')
hold off
D = [pk4]
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S = std(D)
m = mean(D)
cov = (S./m)*100
%% Seated Row
voltages_load5 = load('row');
row = cell2mat(struct2cell(voltages_load5));

index5 = find(row>3.26);
computed_force_5 = (row - b)/a;
computed_force_5(index5) = 0;
time5 = linspace(0,120,length(computed_force_5));
figure(3)
y5 = medfilt1(computed_force_5);
plot(time5, y5)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontName', 'Times','FontSize',14)
ylabel('Force (kg)','FontName', 'Times','FontSize',14)
title('Seated Row','FontName', 'Times','FontSize',14)
grid on
hold on
%find peaks
[pk5,lk5] = findpeaks(y5, time5, 'MinPeakProminence',1);
%plot(lk5,pk5,'o')
%hold off
pk_5=[1.3926;
1.2815;
1.3658 ; 1.3888 ;
1.2891
; 1.3006
; 1.2930
; 1.3504 ;
1.3198];
lk_5= [16.2162 ; 25.5856 ; 37.5976 ; 50.2102;
61.9820 ; 72.9129 ;
83.7237 ; 93.6937 ;104.6246];
plot(lk_5',pk_5, 'o')
D5 = [pk_5]
S5 = std(D5)
m5 = mean(D5)
cov5 = (S5./m5)*100
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